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CARING FOR YOUR PRODUCT

HANDLE WITH CARE. Lunar Artefacts products contain sensitive 
components, including a battery, and can be damaged or cause injury 
if dropped, burned, punctured, crushed, disassembled or if exposed to 
excessive heat or liquid. Stop using it immediately if damaged.

AVOID LIQUIDS / MOISTURE. If a large spillage occurs, switch off the 
device and soak up with a towel and leave completely dry (for 24h+), away 
from sunlight before use.

AVOID HEAT. Keep under 40°C (104°F) as high temperatures will 
adversely affect the battery. Avoid prolonged periods in direct sunlight, as 
this can cause the leather to dry and crack.

WARRANTY. Every effort has been made to make this product very easy 
to maintain, but due to safety and legal reasons, please do not attempt to 
repair the device, as this will void the warranty. 

DO NOT THROW AWAY. This product is designed for life and should 
not be thrown away! Please sell, give, display or even send it back to us. We 
intend to re-use  returned products as educational tools or art projects. This 
way, we can reduce as much waste as possible. 
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The uncoated metal shells will tarnish evenly over, time creating a unique 
patina. You can use metal polish or non-abrasive toothpaste to clean up 
or maintain a certain level of shine. Please, remove the leather top first 
before polishing!

Plated shells will retain their shine for a prolonged period. Please clean 
gently with a soft cloth and avoid scratching. Do not use metal polish to 
clean plated products!

The leather is intended to age, getting darker and smoother with use. You 
can clean and condition the leather with mild leather soap and conditioner. 
The frequency of cleaning is dependent on usage and preference, and you 
should aim to even out stains, thus producing a pleasant tonal variation that 
gets better with time.

If you spill water on your leather product gently wipe the excess moisture 
away with a clean cloth and let the leather dry on its own away from 
sunlight.

Avoid detergents or bleach.  

Please do not put it in the washing machine.

MAINTAINING YOUR PRODUCT

-Leather Care-

-Metal Care-

Please scan the QR Code below for more tips and tricks or visit:  
www.lunarartefacts.com/support


